The Anthropological Literature database is the most comprehensive international resource for the fields of anthropology, archaeology and related interdisciplinary research. Produced by the Tozzer Library at Harvard University—one of the world’s foremost anthropology libraries—the database indexes articles, reports, commentaries and obituaries found in nearly 900 journals and monographic series. Anthropological Literature is available only on the OCLC® FirstSearch® service.

Key features

An easy-to-use interface: The OCLC FirstSearch interface accommodates searchers of all skill levels—basic, advanced and expert. The interface is available in many languages (English, French, Spanish, Japanese, Korean, and traditional and simplified Chinese), and it displays the accents and diacritics in non-English records.

Powerful search capabilities: Use field-specific indexing for word and exact-phrase searching, and browse all 20+ database indexes. Users can also limit their searches by year and other standard search limits.

Links to full-text content: Anthropological Literature provides links to Electronic Collections Online™, Wilson Select Plus and other FirstSearch full-text databases when access has been purchased and enabled. Library staff may also enable linking from FirstSearch citations to other full-text resources when they enable linking to a local OpenURL server.

Links to library holdings in WorldCat: Anthropological Literature users need to know where to find the resources their searching uncovers, and OCLC’s WorldCat® database helps them in several ways. They can view a list of libraries (or library groups) in your region or state that own specific items. They can view or search your library’s OPAC to access local holdings information. And they can view detailed holdings information in the OCLC Local Holdings Maintenance service.

Key advantages

Outstanding depth: The database offers nearly 540,000 citations that cover articles published from the late 19th century to the present. These entries include the complete contents of Anthropological Literature: An Index to Periodical Articles and Essays, published quarterly since 1979.

Broad subject coverage: Anthropological Literature covers applied anthropology as well as anthropology from the biological, physical, cultural, linguistic and social dimensions. It also covers archaeology, ethnohistory, ethnomusicology and folklore. Scholars in related fields, including art history, demography, economics, genetics, geography, geology, history, psychology, religion and sociology, you provide your users with a better balanced body of research material.

Multilingual resources: Anthropological Literature indexes articles in many languages, including English, German, Slavic, Romance and selected Scandinavian languages. Entries in Slavic languages are transliterated from Cyrillic.

Ordering and more information:

To order an annual subscription to the Anthropological Literature database and for more information, contact your OCLC regional service provider or OCLC Library Services representative at 1-800-848-5878 or libservices@oclc.org. Learn more: www.oclc.org/firstsearch/content/.